Abstract: Background: Nowadays, hip cups are being used in a wide range of design versions and in an increasing number of units. Their development is progressing steadily. In contrast to conventional methods of manufacturing acetabular cups, additive methods play an increasingly central role in the development progress. Method: A series of eight modified cups were developed on the basis of a standard press-fit cup with a pole flattening and in a reduced version. The surface structures consist of repetitive open-pore load-bearing textural elements aligned right-angled to the cup surface. We used three different types of unit cells (twisted, combined and combined open structures) for constructing of the surface structure. All cups were manufactured using selective laser melting (SLM) of titanium powder (Ti6Al4V). To evaluate the primary stability of the press fit cups in the artificial bone cavity, pull-out and lever-out tests were conducted. All tests were carried out under exact fit conditions. The closed-cell polyurethane (PU) foam, which was used as an artificial bone cavity, was characterized mechanically in order to preempt any potential impact on the test results. Results and conclusions: The pull-out forces as well as the lever moments of the examined cups differ significantly depending on the elementary cells used. The best results in pull-out forces and lever-out moments are shown by the press-fit cups with a combined structure. The results for the assessment of primary stability are related to the geometry used (unit cell), the dimensions of the unit cell, and the volume and porosity responsible for the press fit. Corresponding functional relationships could be identified. The findings show that the implementation of reduced cups in a press-fit design makes sense as part of the development work.
Introduction
Implants today are an important achievement of modern society and an indispensable part of daily life. To improve an implant design, it is important to build a knowledge base that allows insights gained to be integrated into new developments. Modern, generative manufacturing processes provide an excellent foundation for the support and acceleration of the knowledge required in the area of experimental development and for the transfer from result in application [1] [2] [3] [4] . Developing implants porous surface structures were varied constructively in order to generate different densities in the structural layer and to vary the structure-determining geometry. These constructively produced structures, though differing significantly, nevertheless aim to deliver bone-like properties as a loadbearing structural layer. Thus, forces occurring in the implant bed can be directly absorbed and transmitted by the implant. The porous structure, which has an osteoconductive effect and supports osteoinduction, can significantly improve primary stability [21, 25] .
The focus of the experimental work is the description of the impact of the applied structural geometry on the primary stability.
Materials and Methods

Cup Design
The modified cups ( Figure 1) were designed on the basis of a conventional press-fit cup with a pole flattening. The suitability of a modified press-fit cup (reduced height) for the use in a development phase was verified in an earlier study [50] . All cups were designed in a reduced design with an equatorial cup diameter of 55.3 mm and a pole flattening of 1 mm. The height profiles of the cup were recorded (equatorial cup diameter 55.3 mm; pole flattening 1 mm) by means of a noncontact measuring microscope Mitutoyo-QVE-200 Pro (Mitutoyo Corporation, Kawasaki, Japan), transferred to a CAD model (PTC Creo, Version 3.0, Parametric Technology Corporation, Needham, MA, USA) and redesigned. The pattern used was an Allofit-IT 54/JJ (Zimmer GmbH; Winterthur; Switzerland). The surface structures consist of repetitive open-pore load-bearing textural elements aligned right-angled to the cup surface. The mechanical properties of the selected load-bearing openpore structure were successfully ascertained in pretests [51] [52] [53] [54] . The surface structure was adapted in its outer dimensions to the height profile of the Allofit IT-54/JJ. We have developed three different cup designs with three different types of unit cells (Table 1) . Altogether, 8 different press-fit cups have been constructed. Cup variant A with a twisted unit cell geometry exists in five versions. The unit cells differ in depth a between 2.12 mm and 2.83 mm, in width b between 2.12 mm and 2.83 mm and in height c between 3 mm and 4 mm. The rod diameter d varied between 0.8 to 1.1 mm. Cup variant B with a combined unit cell geometry exists in two versions. The unit cells have a depth a of 4 mm, width b of 4 mm and height c of 4 mm. The rod diameter d varied between 0.8 and 0.9 mm. The combined unit cell geometry is designed with a cubic structure with transverse struts on the outer surfaces and a diamond-like structure. Regardless of the force acting on the unit cell, this structure offers very Cup variant A with a twisted unit cell geometry exists in five versions. The unit cells differ in depth a between 2.12 mm and 2.83 mm, in width b between 2.12 mm and 2.83 mm and in height c between 3 mm and 4 mm. The rod diameter d varied between 0.8 to 1.1 mm. Cup variant B with a combined unit cell geometry exists in two versions. The unit cells have a depth a of 4 mm, width b of 4 mm and height c of 4 mm. The rod diameter d varied between 0.8 and 0.9 mm. The combined unit cell geometry is designed with a cubic structure with transverse struts on the outer surfaces and a diamond-like structure. Regardless of the force acting on the unit cell, this structure offers very uniform strength. The structure is very suitable for use on the surface of a press-fit cup thanks to its direction-independent nature [54] . Table 1 . Overview of the eight different cup-designs, the types of the unit cells (twisted, combined and combined open), the dimensions of the unit cells and porosities and volumes of the press-fit area. All values are derived from CAD data and are given in mm.
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Fabrication
(1) The acetabular cups considered in this paper were manufactured by C. F. K. CNCFertigungstechnik Kriftel GmbH (C. F. K. CNC-Fertigungstechnik Kriftel GmbH, Kriftel, Germany) using selective laser melting with a SLM 280. Titanium powder (Ti6Al4V) with a mean particle size of 43.5 µm was used for their manufacture in a highly pure argon atmosphere. All parts were built using identical processing parameters (Table 2) in the same orientation and on a substrate plate with a support structure. The support structures were removed mechanically by hand. The material was provided in plate form in the dimensions 1000 × 500 mm. The artificial bone cavities were manufactured using a CNC milling machine i-mes-FLATCOM 50-VH (i-mes GmbH, Eiterfeld, Germany) using the plate.
The artificial bone cavities were manufactured as described in Weißmann et al. Since the mechanical properties of the plate vary across the width of the plate due to the manufacturing process, the cavities were used for each acetabulum from a corresponding material line (n = 5) [50] .
Measurements
The measurements of the following points were carried out extensively as described in Weißmann et al. [50] . Here, the relevant points are briefly explained.
(1) The measurements of the acetabular cups as well as the artificial bone cavities, both being relevant for the press-fit, were performed with a non-contact measuring microscope (Mitutoyo-QVE-200 Pro; Mitutoyo Corporation, Kawasaki, Japan). Based on the measurement points, circles of best fit were determined using the method of least squares. The outlier identification and elimination from the measurement data due to light reflections and loose PUR particles was performed using a box plot (according to John W. Tukey) in a Matlab script. To verify the actual press-fits and for quality control, the resulting replacement diameters were used.
(2) In all cases, the assessment of the primary stability (anchoring strength) of the press-fit cups was realized by pull-out tests ( Figure 3 ) with a universal testing machine (INSTRON E 10,000; Instron GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany). The cups were first press-fitted into the artificial bone cavities until they were flush with the edge of the cavity. Following this, the cups were pulled out of the cavity using a pull-out stamp. The speed for both the press-fit of the cup into the bone cavity and the pull-out of the cups was 5 mm/min. In the measurements, each performed 5 times per press-fit cup, the effective measurement data (F pull-out ) were recorded. As primary pull-out stability the first force maximum was used.
(3) The assessment of the initial tangential stability of the acetabular cups were realized by lever-out tests ( Figure 4 ) with a universal testing machine (Zwick Z50; Zwick GmbH & Co. KG, Ulm, Germany). The cup was first pressed into the artificial bone cavity until the edge of the cup is flush with the bone bed. The cup was first pressed into the artificial bone cavity until the edge of the cup was flush with the bone bed. The cup was then vertically loaded with a force until it was released. The first local maximum (F L ) load was evaluated as the primary lever-out stability, which at the same time indicates the beginning of the movement of the cup in the bone cavity. The speed for the press-fit of the cups into the bone cavity and the lever-out of the cups was 5 mm/min. A moment M I of 0.62 Nm, resulting from the dead weight (0.87 kg) and length (178.3 mm) of the lever, was also integrated into the calculation.
The lever-out moment was calculated as follows:
In the calculation is FL the maximum lever-out tilting force, l the lever length and MI the specific moment.
On the basis of the determined force FL and the displacement of the cup in the bone cavity, it is possible to evaluate the work required to lever out the cup.
The lever-out work was calculated as
from the lever-out tilting force FL and the displacement s of the cup. 
Statistical Analysis
All data listed in tables are expressed as mean values ± standard deviation (SD). A non-linear regression with Excel 2016 for Windows was used to display the relationships between the volume of the press-fit area and the lever-out moment as well as the pull-out force.
All statistical analyses were made using SPSS, software version 22 for Windows (SPSS ® Inc. Chicago, IL, USA). For the pull-out force, the lever-out moment and the lever-out work, a one-way ANOVA followed by Dunn's T3 post-hoc test was made to statistically examine significant The lever-out moment was calculated as follows: In the calculation is F L the maximum lever-out tilting force, l the lever length and M I the specific moment.
On the basis of the determined force F L and the displacement of the cup in the bone cavity, it is possible to evaluate the work required to lever out the cup.
from the lever-out tilting force F L and the displacement s of the cup.
All statistical analyses were made using SPSS, software version 22 for Windows (SPSS ® Inc. Chicago, IL, USA). For the pull-out force, the lever-out moment and the lever-out work, a one-way ANOVA followed by Dunn's T3 post-hoc test was made to statistically examine significant differences between the means. The results from this comparison were shown in a boxplot. A significance level of p < 0.05 was regarded as statistically significant. Table 3 lists the dimensions determined for the artificial bone cavity and the acetabular cups. The press-fit of the cups are calculated as the difference between the best fit circle of the press-fit cups and the best-fit circle of the artificial bone cavity Table 3 . Accuracy of fabricated bone cavities (diameter cavity) and acetabular cups (equatorial diameter) as well as the resulting press-fits of these combinations. The values from the bone cavities are given as the arithmetical average (n = 5). The processing values for the artificial bone cavities were determined based on the values for press-fit cups. The aim was to provide a constructive press-fit of 2 mm for all cup-bone cavity pairs.
Results and Discussion
Accuracy of Fabricated Samples
For all pairings a press-fit was achieved between a minimum of 2.11 mm and a maximum of 2.17 mm. The deviations among each other amount to a maximum of 0.06 mm. With respect to the minimum possible press-fit, this is less than 3% (2.84%). The roundness values of the bone cavity of 0.12 to 0.15 demonstrate the high repeatability of the manufacturing method for artificial bone cavities.
The roundness values of the press-fit cups from 0.02 to 0.30 vary slightly more. With respect to the additive manufacturing process, these are excellent results [55] [56] [57] [58] .
Dimensional deviations or differences in the produced press-fit can lead to different insertion forces. These differences would be the cause of stress differences in the bone cavity and unequal conditions for the contact of the press-fit cup with the surface of the bone cavity. The resulting deviations produce differences in tension in the bone cavity and create different conditions for the movements of the press-fit cup in the bone cavity [44, 49] . Only if the conditions for the generation of a good primary stability are given, can corresponding good long-term results be expected [27] .
Overall, it can be assumed that the differences between each other are so small that this will have no effect on the assessment of the primary stability of the artificial acetabular cups. The press-fit results are only so slightly different that the results in the pull-out test and the lever-out test are not affected.
Pull-Out Force
To determine the pull-out forces, the manufactured cups were stripped from the cavities after being press-fitted into the artificial bone cavity. The results are shown in Figure 5 and Table 4. cavities. The roundness values of the press-fit cups from 0.02 to 0.30 vary slightly more. With respect to the additive manufacturing process, these are excellent results [55] [56] [57] [58] .
To determine the pull-out forces, the manufactured cups were stripped from the cavities after being press-fitted into the artificial bone cavity. The results are shown in Figure 5 and Table 4 . 
The results of the experiments carried out according to the measuring methodology reveal differences that are related to the structural elements used. Whereas the combined structures achieve the highest results (D4_08 = 708 N; D4_09 = 704 N), the pull-out forces for the twisted structures 
The results of the experiments carried out according to the measuring methodology reveal differences that are related to the structural elements used. Whereas the combined structures achieve the highest results (D4_08 = 708 N; D4_09 = 704 N), the pull-out forces for the twisted structures (Max: V3_08 = 351 N; Min: V4_10 = 308 N) are significantly lower. The combined open structure (550 N) lies between the two combined variants and the cups with the twisted structures.
After carrying out a statistical significance test using one-way Anova with Dunnett's T3 post-hoc test (multiple comparisons), the following relationships become clear. The two combined structures do not differ significantly from each other. However, the combined open structure is significantly below the combined structure (D4_08 to D_o_4_09/p = 0.00438; D4_09 to D_o_4_09/p = 0.00193). The differences in the twisted structures are consistently significant (values see Table 4 ). In the twisted structures only version V3_08 deviates significantly from version V4_10 (p = 0.0242). The differences between the combined open and twisted structures can mainly be explained by the existing differences in press-fit volume. The press-fit volumes of the combined (D4_08 = 0.91 cm 3 ; D4_09 = 0.97 cm 3 ) and the combined open structure with 0.77 cm 3 clearly differ from the twisting structures (<0.54 cm 3 ). However, this relationship is not identifiable in the twisting structures, since despite clear differences in the press-fit volume between the twisting structures, a significant difference could only be determined between the variants V3_08 and V4_10. It seems that in addition to the press-fit volume, other influencing factors such as the surface quality (roughness and manufacturing accuracy) of the struts of the structure and their dimensions (length, diameter, surface area) could play a role [55, 59] .
The pull-out behavior of the different cup models is shown in Figure 6 . The representation of the force profiles over cup displacement in the artificial bone cavity additionally offers the possibility to evaluate the measured maximum force in relation to the reached cup displacement at that time. The curves show characteristic differences.
significantly 3 ; D4_09 = 0.97 cm 3 ) and the combined open structure with 0.77 cm 3 clearly differ from the twisting structures (<0.54 cm 3 ). However, this relationship is not identifiable in the twisting structures, since despite clear differences in the press-fit volume between the twisting structures, a significant difference could only be determined between the variants V3_08 and V4_10. It seems that in addition to the press-fit volume, other influencing factors such as the surface quality (roughness and manufacturing accuracy) of the struts of the structure and their dimensions (length, diameter, surface area) could play a role [55, 59] .
The pull-out behavior of the different cup models is shown in Figure 6 . The representation of the force profiles over cup displacement in the artificial bone cavity additionally offers the possibility to evaluate the measured maximum force in relation to the reached cup displacement at that time. The curves show characteristic differences. The curve for the cups with a combined structure differs clearly from the curves for the cups with a combined open or twisting structure. The most striking feature here is the cascading force decrease after a maximum force has been exceeded. This cascade is characterized in that a renewed force increase is determined after a drop in force. This course reflects the loosening and re-jamming of the cup in the artificial bone cavity. These cascades are most pronounced in version D4_09. This cascade development is also evident in the combined open structure version D4_08, though weaker. Apparently, this cascade is due to the larger space between the individual struts or the greater porosity. Here, the material of the artificial bone cavity has the possibility to fill more space. The necessary release from this room requires force again.
This cascade is characterized in that a renewed force increase is determined after a drop in force. This course reflects the loosening and re-jamming of the cup in the artificial bone cavity. These cascades are most pronounced in version D4_09. This cascade development is also evident in the combined open structure version D4_08, though weaker. Apparently, this cascade is due to the larger The curve for the cups with a combined structure differs clearly from the curves for the cups with a combined open or twisting structure. The most striking feature here is the cascading force decrease after a maximum force has been exceeded. This cascade is characterized in that a renewed force increase is determined after a drop in force. This course reflects the loosening and re-jamming of the cup in the artificial bone cavity. These cascades are most pronounced in version D4_09. This cascade development is also evident in the combined open structure version D4_08, though weaker. Apparently, this cascade is due to the larger space between the individual struts or the greater porosity. Here, the material of the artificial bone cavity has the possibility to fill more space. The necessary release from this room requires force again.
This cascade is characterized in that a renewed force increase is determined after a drop in force. This course reflects the loosening and re-jamming of the cup in the artificial bone cavity. These cascades are most pronounced in version D4_09. This cascade development is also evident in the combined open structure version D4_08, though weaker. Apparently, this cascade is due to the larger space between the individual struts or the greater porosity. Here, the material of the artificial bone cavity has the possibility to fill more space. The necessary release from this room requires force again.
The number of cascades obviously results from the number of superficial, continuous struts ( Figure 7-red lines) . The maximum peak (and thus the first peak of force) results from overcoming the edge of the hip cup. The second to fifth peak results from the strut contours. Starting at the highest point of the continuous strut lines. The differences in cascade intensity of the cup variants are caused by the differences in the strut diameter. The strut with a rod diameter of 0.9 mm has a larger contact surface to the artificial bone bed. This requires more force to loosen from the artificial bone cavity. The differences between the open and closed variants (D_o_4_09 and D4_09) are due to the varying degrees of free space in the surface of the hip cups. More free space (D_o_4_09) requires less force than with the closed variant (D4_09).
blood [22, 25, 60] . Here it is important to carefully observe the interaction of the geometric conditions (unit cell and macroporosity) and the component properties influenced by the additive manufacturing process (e.g., roughness or micro-porosity, surface finish at intersections) [61] [62] [63] .
While the diamond structures reach the maximum force required to pull out at approx. 0.6 to 0.7 mm, these values for the twisted structures are approx. 0.2 to 0.3 mm. The open combined structure shows a maximum at approx. 0.35 mm. In addition, it can be seen that the twisted version with a height of 3 mm as well as the combined structure D4_08 still require approximately 100 N after about 1.6 to 1.8 mm displacement for a further release. The press-fit cups with the twisted structure show a completely different behavior. After reaching the force maximum, the corresponding force path continues at a uniform level of force. This applies to the twisted structure with a height of 3 mm as well as to the structure with a height of 4 mm. It is clearly shown here; however, that the versions in the 4 mm height maintain this level of force significantly longer. A weakening of the cup anchoring takes place here only after about 1.5 mm compared to about 1 mm in the variants with a height of 3 mm. Here, the cups with the structural elements whose individual elements have a height of 4 mm and an associated spacing of the bars of 2.83 mm, provide the artificial bone cavity material more space for anchoring than the variant of 3 mm height and a spacing of 2.12 mm. As a result, the force is maintained longer at one level.
In view of later desired ingrowth of the bone into the structural area as well as the formation of blood vessels, larger open areas have advantages over the smaller areas [22, 25, 60] . Here it is important to carefully observe the interaction of the geometric conditions (unit cell and macro-porosity) and the component properties influenced by the additive manufacturing process (e.g., roughness or micro-porosity, surface finish at intersections) [61] [62] [63] .
While the diamond structures reach the maximum force required to pull out at approx. 0.6 to 0.7 mm, these values for the twisted structures are approx. 0.2 to 0.3 mm. The open combined structure shows a maximum at approx. 0.35 mm. In addition, it can be seen that the twisted version with a height of 3 mm as well as the combined structure D4_08 still require approximately 100 N after about 1.6 to 1.8 mm displacement for a further release.
In the case of the twisted versions with a height of 4 mm and the open combined structure, the cups have already experienced a displacement of approximately 2.5 mm at a force of 100 N. The progression curves of the press-fit cups are very similar. This value probably reflects the interaction between the artificial bone cavity and the surface of the additively manufactured cup.
As can be seen from Figure 8 , all cups leave clear traces of an impression on the entire circumference of the artificial bone bed. The evaluation of these traces using this visual assessment of the contact surface has been described, for example, by Le Cann et al. to characterize how the roughness of a cup affects primary stability [33] .
patterns of the artificial bone cavity differ optically from each other.
All twisted versions show dot-like impressions in the cavity area. The cavity edges remain sharply intact. Differences caused by the different bar diameters (3 and 4 mm) and bar distances (2.83 and 2.12 mm) are optically present. With increasing bar diameter, the damage in the bone bed also increases. Variant V4_11 shows clearer and stronger traces than versions V4_10, V4_09, V3_08 and V3_09.
The combined structures (D4_08, D4_09) show rather flat impressions on the artificial bone cavity areas. The cavity edges tend to blur slightly, as a representation of slight material detachments. These detachments are much less pronounced in the diamond open structure. The forces determined in the pull-out test and the traces in the bone bearing also allow the following conclusion to be drawn. The twisting structure already destroys the corresponding area in the bone bearing during the press fitting. Because of that, less force is required when pulling out of the bearing because the resistances against loosening are lower than with intact material. The combined structure, on the other hand, only damages the bone bearing when it is pulled out. Here, the resistance of predominantly intact material must be overcome. This leads to a higher power requirement.
In addition, the contacting of the structures with the bone bed takes place differently. The contact of the twisting structure is made punctually. The combined and combined open structure creates a two-dimensional contact to the surface of the bone bed. To overcome the press fit, more force is required for the two-dimensional contacts than for the punctual contacts.
Lever-Out Moment
After being press-fitted into the artificial bone cavities, all cup models were levered out from the cavities to determine the lever-out moments as described in 0. The results are shown in Figure 9 and Table 5 . The course of the forces required to lever out the cups over the displacement is shown in Figure 10 . All cups left distinct positioning traces in the press-fit region. The artificial bone cavity remained intact. The artificial bone cavities shown in Figure 8 exhibit clear marks of an anchorage. The damage patterns of the artificial bone cavity differ optically from each other.
The combined structures (D4_08, D4_09) show rather flat impressions on the artificial bone cavity areas. The cavity edges tend to blur slightly, as a representation of slight material detachments. These detachments are much less pronounced in the diamond open structure.
The forces determined in the pull-out test and the traces in the bone bearing also allow the following conclusion to be drawn. The twisting structure already destroys the corresponding area in the bone bearing during the press fitting. Because of that, less force is required when pulling out of the bearing because the resistances against loosening are lower than with intact material. The combined structure, on the other hand, only damages the bone bearing when it is pulled out. Here, the resistance of predominantly intact material must be overcome. This leads to a higher power requirement.
After being press-fitted into the artificial bone cavities, all cup models were levered out from the cavities to determine the lever-out moments as described in 0. The results are shown in Figure 9 and Table 5 . The course of the forces required to lever out the cups over the displacement is shown in Figure 10 . The influence of the applied structural elements on the behavior of the press-fit cups in the leverout test can be clearly established on the basis of the experimentally determined lever-out moments. The best results were achieved by the combined structure (D4_08 = 10.9 Nm, D4_09 = 10.3 Nm), followed by the combined open structure (6.5 Nm) and the twisted structure (Max: V3_08 = 3.9 Nm; Min: V3_09 = 3.1 Nm).
By carrying out a statistical significance test using one-way Anova with Dunnett's T3 post-hoc test (multiple comparisons) it is possible to describe the following relationships. The two combined structures do not differ significantly from each other. However, the combined open structure is significantly below the combined structure (D4_08 and D4_09 to D_o_4_09/p < 0.001). 
The differences of the experimentally determined lever-out moments shown between the combined structures, the combined open structures and the twisted structures are significant in all cases (p < 0.001). For the twisted structures, only the version V3_08 deviates significantly from both version V3_09 (p = 0.04619) and version V4_11 (p = 0.04649). Similar to the pull-out tests, the differences between the combined and the combined open structures to the twisted structures can be explained by the existing differences in press-fit volume. The differences between the structure V3_08 and V3_09 and V4_11 also result from the differences in the press-fit volumes (V3_08 = 0.54 cm 3 ; V3_09 = 0.32 cm 3 ; V4_11 = 0.25 cm 3 ). The fact that variant V4_09 does not deviate significantly from variant V3_8 despite a lower press-fit volume (0.3 cm 3 ) is additional evidence that other factors are notoriously influencing the anchoring strength.
The lever-out behavior of the tested cup models is shown in Figure 10 . All additively manufactured cups show curves which are characteristic for the structural elements used. Lever-out moment (Nm) Figure 9 . Boxplots of the measured lever-out moments (Nm). Boxplots indicate the median value, the interquartile range (IQR: interval between the 25th and 75th percentile, blue rectangle) and the extremum values (n = 5). The influence of the applied structural elements on the behavior of the press-fit cups in the lever-out test can be clearly established on the basis of the experimentally determined lever-out moments. The best results were achieved by the combined structure (D4_08 = 10.9 Nm, D4_09 = 10.3 Nm), followed by the combined open structure (6.5 Nm) and the twisted structure (Max: V3_08 = 3.9 Nm; Min: V3_09 = 3.1 Nm).
By carrying out a statistical significance test using one-way Anova with Dunnett's T3 post-hoc test (multiple comparisons) it is possible to describe the following relationships. The two combined structures do not differ significantly from each other. However, the combined open structure is significantly below the combined structure (D4_08 and D4_09 to D_o_4_09/p < 0.001).
The lever-out behavior of the tested cup models is shown in Figure 10 . All additively manufactured cups show curves which are characteristic for the structural elements used.
All models were preloaded with an initial moment of 0.62 Nm by the self-weight of the test setup. The representation of lever-out forces over displacement displays for the combined structure a maximum lever-out force (mean values: D4_08 = 90.3 N; D4_09 = 85 N) at a displacement of approx. 1 mm and then a decrease of the moment up to a displacement of 6 mm. The combined open structure reaches a lever-out force maximum (mean value: 51.6 N) after approx. 1.8 mm. This cup variant reduces the force to zero after a displacement of about 8.3 mm. The twisted structures show differences depending on the size of the structure. The twisted structures with dimensions of 3 mm height reach a lever-out force maximum (mean values: V3_08 = 29 N; V3_09 = 22 N) after about 1.8 to 2.2 mm. The twisted structures with dimensions of 4 mm height reach force maximums (mean values: V4_09 = 27.1 N; V4_10 = 27.5 N; V4_11 = 23.2 N) after about 3.5 to 3.7 mm. The force reduction continues in the V3-versions up to a displacement of approx. 4.8 to 5.8 mm. The V4 versions run to zero at about 9 to 10.5 mm.
Similar to the pull-out tests, it can be seen that, following a steep rise, the cups with the combined structure show a continuous force drop after reaching a lever-out force maximum. The combined open structure and the twisted structures behave differently. Here the maximum force is only reached after passing through a plateau phase. This plateau phase is much longer for the V4-variants than for the V3-variants.
This functional difference is related to the geometric design of the individual structures. As shown in Table 1 , the combined structures are structures that produce a relatively uniformly shaped surface whose interstices engage only weakly in the bone bed. Here the press-fit is in the foreground.
In the combined open structure and the twisted structures, the shaped surface of the cups is much more open. These structures engage more clearly in the artificial bone stock. The differences between the V3 and V4 variants are due to the geometric dimensions of the individual rods. The larger-sized rods of the V4 variant have larger gaps than the V3-variants (V4-2.83 mm and V3-2.12 mm). Thus, a hooking of the structural elements in the bone cavity in the V4-variant is possible across a longer distance than in the V3 variant.
This leads to differences in the height of the moments determined due to the structure design. In addition, it becomes clear that the twisted structures in the artificial bone bed produce deeper punctual impressions. During the lever-out test, the struts move along these impressions. This behavior is recognizable for all twisted structure variants by traces between the punctual impressions. The illustrations of the bone beds after the pull-out test (Figure 8 ) do not show these traces. Therefore, due to the already damaged surface, less force is required to lever-out. The twisted structures thereby show overall lower moments than the combined and combined open structure due to the different nature of the unit cell.
A larger structural design is helpful in terms of the positive effects for bone ingrowth [25] . In addition to good primary stability, the bone-like properties of the load-bearing structural layer are an essential prerequisite for good secondary stability of the implant [64] . Secondary stability is essentially characterized by the ability of bone to grow onto the implant surface and thereby firmly anchor the implant. The use of open-pore structures enlarges the implant surface and thus improves the prerequisite for the formation of sufficiently high secondary stability. In addition, a high primary anchoring strength is the prerequisite for creating a sufficiently high secondary stiffness, since only then is sufficient growth of the bone on the surface possible. Only if a load transfer via the implant into the surrounding bone is possible without stress-shielding can a successful use of the implants be ensured. With regard to the geometric selection of structural elements, this circumstance must be taken into account [65] . The combined structures, which are more direction-independent in their properties, show slight advantages here [52, 66] .
The artificial bone cavities show distinct traces left by the lever-out of the cups. In the following Figure 11 the cup models are shown with representative examples of the artificial bone cavity. The artificial bone cavity is intact despite clear traces of anchoring. The damage patterns of the bone cavities differ optically from each other, as in the case of the pull-out experiments. The twisted versions show, as expected, punctually impressions in the bone cavities. The edge of the cavity remains sharp. The different strut diameters and spaces of the struts in the structure produce visually recognizable representative patterns (dot-like impressions). The combined structures leave flat traces on the bone cavities. The edge of the bone cavities tends to blur slightly, as a representation of slight material detachments. These detachments are significantly less pronounced in the combined open structure. A larger structural design is helpful in terms of the positive effects for bone ingrowth [25] . In addition to good primary stability, the bone-like properties of the load-bearing structural layer are an essential prerequisite for good secondary stability of the implant [64] . Secondary stability is essentially characterized by the ability of bone to grow onto the implant surface and thereby firmly anchor the implant. The use of open-pore structures enlarges the implant surface and thus improves the prerequisite for the formation of sufficiently high secondary stability. In addition, a high primary anchoring strength is the prerequisite for creating a sufficiently high secondary stiffness, since only then is sufficient growth of the bone on the surface possible. Only if a load transfer via the implant into the surrounding bone is possible without stress-shielding can a successful use of the implants be ensured. With regard to the geometric selection of structural elements, this circumstance must be taken into account [65] . The combined structures, which are more direction-independent in their properties, show slight advantages here [52, 66] .
The artificial bone cavities show distinct traces left by the lever-out of the cups. In the following Figure 11 the cup models are shown with representative examples of the artificial bone cavity. The artificial bone cavity is intact despite clear traces of anchoring. The damage patterns of the bone cavities differ optically from each other, as in the case of the pull-out experiments. The twisted versions show, as expected, punctually impressions in the bone cavities. The edge of the cavity remains sharp. The different strut diameters and spaces of the struts in the structure produce visually recognizable representative patterns (dot-like impressions). The combined structures leave flat traces on the bone cavities. The edge of the bone cavities tends to blur slightly, as a representation of slight material detachments. These detachments are significantly less pronounced in the combined open structure. The use of an artificial bone cavity has a positive effect on the characterization of primary stability. This speaks in favor of the experimental results determined here since possible property variations, as they occur in the use of cadaveric models, have been omitted. Goldman et al. compared the effect of component surface roughness at the bone implant interface and the quality of the bone on initial press-fit stability [67] . They found no significant differences between the bending moment at 150 m for two kind of press-fit cups with different coefficients of friction. They made clear in the discussion that the results from the use of the cadaveric models represent a realistic representation of surgical interventions, but are also associated with corresponding scatter of the results. For the purpose of this study, which is to evaluate structurally differently designed press-fit cups, the artificial bone bed is the better choice. The uniform mechanical properties of the artificial bone bed provide a much better basis for a comparative consideration of the different cup designs. The use of an artificial bone cavity has a positive effect on the characterization of primary stability. This speaks in favor of the experimental results determined here since possible property variations, as they occur in the use of cadaveric models, have been omitted. Goldman et al. compared the effect of component surface roughness at the bone implant interface and the quality of the bone on initial press-fit stability [67] . They found no significant differences between the bending moment at 150 m for two kind of press-fit cups with different coefficients of friction. They made clear in the discussion that the results from the use of the cadaveric models represent a realistic representation of surgical interventions, but are also associated with corresponding scatter of the results. For the purpose of this study, which is to evaluate structurally differently designed press-fit cups, the artificial bone bed is the better choice. The uniform mechanical properties of the artificial bone bed provide a much better basis for a comparative consideration of the different cup designs.
Lever-Out Momentmechanical Work
The lever-out work shown in Figure 12 illustrates the individual force differences required to loosen the cups from the artificial bone cavities. The moment of relaxation thus represents the beginning of the failure. 
The lever-out work shown in Figure 12 illustrates the individual force differences required to loosen the cups from the artificial bone cavities. The moment of relaxation thus represents the beginning of the failure. The best results were achieved with the cup versions V4_10 (69.9 Nmm), D4_08 (68.8 Nmm) and V4_09 (66.9 Nmm), followed by versions V4_11 (54.8 Nmm), D4_09 (53.1 Nmm) and D_o_4_09 (52.5 Nmm). Much less work was afforded for the loosening of versions V3_08 (48 Nmm) and V3_09 (32 Nmm) .
After carrying out a statistical significance test (results Table 6 ) using one-way Anova with Dunnett's T3 post-hoc test (multiple comparisons), the following coherences become clear. The combined structures D4_08 (p = 0.04296) and D4_09 (p = 0.01733) deviate significantly from version V3_09. The twisted structure V3_09 deviates significantly from versions V4_09 (p = 0.01595), V4_10 (p = 0.03089) and V4_11 (p = 0.01335).
In the pull-out test (determined force) and lever-out test (determined moment), the twisted structures perform worse in the evaluation than the combined and combined open structure. However, in the mechanical work determined, the twisted structures with a strut diameter of 4 mm achieve equivalent results here. One reason seems to be that the struts pressed into the artificial bone bed material move along the entire lever-out process in the bone bed material. This means that permanent work has to be done to move the cup further out of the bone bed. This is clearly demonstrated by the curves in Figure 10 . This is also supported by the fact that the variants V4_10 and V4_09 achieve the highest values in the work determined. These variants also have the largest gaps between the struts, followed by version V4_11. A larger gap also has a higher proportion of material in the gap than smaller gaps. More material at the same time means more work to overcome the resistance. In total, this means that the work performed for the cup variants D4_08 and V4_09 and V4_10 is comparable. This fact is supported by the results of the cup variant V3_09, which has the lowest porosity (58.8 %) compared to all the other variants tested. Table 6 . Significances of the determined lever-out work for the different press-fit cups. For statistical analysis one-way ANOVA with Dunn's T3 post-hoc test was conducted. Values of p < 0.05 were set to be significant (N.S.-not significant). The best results were achieved with the cup versions V4_10 (69.9 Nmm), D4_08 (68.8 Nmm) and V4_09 (66.9 Nmm), followed by versions V4_11 (54.8 Nmm), D4_09 (53.1 Nmm) and D_o_4_09 (52.5 Nmm). Much less work was afforded for the loosening of versions V3_08 (48 Nmm) and V3_09 (32 Nmm).
After carrying out a statistical significance test (results Table 6 ) using one-way Anova with Dunnett's T3 post-hoc test (multiple comparisons), the following coherences become clear. The combined structures D4_08 (p = 0.04296) and D4_09 (p = 0.01733) deviate significantly from version V3_09. The twisted structure V3_09 deviates significantly from versions V4_09 (p = 0.01595), V4_10 (p = 0.03089) and V4_11 (p = 0.01335). Table 6 . Significances of the determined lever-out work for the different press-fit cups. For statistical analysis one-way ANOVA with Dunn's T3 post-hoc test was conducted. Values of p < 0.05 were set to be significant (N.S.-not significant). 
Cupversion
In the pull-out test (determined force) and lever-out test (determined moment), the twisted structures perform worse in the evaluation than the combined and combined open structure. However, in the mechanical work determined, the twisted structures with a strut diameter of 4 mm achieve equivalent results here. One reason seems to be that the struts pressed into the artificial bone bed material move along the entire lever-out process in the bone bed material. This means that permanent work has to be done to move the cup further out of the bone bed. This is clearly demonstrated by the curves in Figure 10 . This is also supported by the fact that the variants V4_10 and V4_09 achieve the highest values in the work determined. These variants also have the largest gaps between the struts, followed by version V4_11. A larger gap also has a higher proportion of material in the gap than smaller gaps. More material at the same time means more work to overcome the resistance. In total, this means that the work performed for the cup variants D4_08 and V4_09 and V4_10 is comparable. This fact is supported by the results of the cup variant V3_09, which has the lowest porosity (58.8 %) compared to all the other variants tested.
Correlations-Lever-Out Moment and Pull-Out Force Versus Volume of the Press-Fit Area
Anchoring strength is significantly influenced by the structure used, with its open-porous design characterizing the area that represents the press-fit. When looking at the volume characteristic of each cup variant in relation to the pull-out force or the lever-out moment (Figure 13) , it can be seen that the pull-out force and the lever-out moment could be determined by a direct functional relationship, which can be described using a non-linear regression. An exponential function was found which describes the results of the experimental investigations very well. The curve clearly shows that the pull-out forces as well as the lever-out moments are relatively uniform up to a press-fit volume of 0.39 cm 3 , followed by a strong increase towards higher press-fit volumes. At high volumes (>0.9 cm 3 ), the results are very similar for the pull-out forces as well as for the lever-out moments. 
Anchoring strength is significantly influenced by the structure used, with its open-porous design characterizing the area that represents the press-fit. When looking at the volume characteristic of each cup variant in relation to the pull-out force or the lever-out moment (Figure 13 ), it can be seen that the pull-out force and the lever-out moment could be determined by a direct functional relationship, which can be described using a non-linear regression. An exponential function was found which describes the results of the experimental investigations very well. The curve clearly shows that the pull-out forces as well as the lever-out moments are relatively uniform up to a press-fit volume of 0.39 cm 3 , followed by a strong increase towards higher press-fit volumes. At high volumes (>0.9 cm 3 ), the results are very similar for the pull-out forces as well as for the lever-out moments.
Both dimensions show an exponential functional relation to the press-fit volume, which is reflected by strong regression coefficients (R 2 = 0.9342 for pull-out force, R 2 = 0.9133 for lever-out moment). This makes it clear that an increase in anchoring strength can be achieved with increasing press-fit volume. Figure 13 . Pull-out force as calculated from pull-out testing and volume press-fit area as well as leverout moment as calculated from lever-out testing for the eight cup-designs. Results are shown as mean values with the corresponding standard deviation (n = 5 for each design).
Although the press-fit volume used for this reference does not represent the full volume that actually penetrates the area of the artificial bone, it does directly represent the volume that creates the press-fit.
The determined functional relationships as well as the experimentally obtained measurement results provide a good basis for the selection of appropriate structural elements for the final development of press-fit acetabular cups, which ensure an increase in primary anchoring strength. In particular, the geometric design of the structural elements can thus be used in a targeted manner in conjunction with the mechanical properties and porosity [52, 66, [68] [69] [70] . Also, the determined functional relationships prove that the influence of the volume responsible for the actual press-fit is significantly greater than the porosity. However, since porosity is a measure relevant to secondary anchoring strength, it must not be disregarded.
Structured press-fit cups present an interesting solution, especially with regard to strong pelvic defects (D'Antonio type II). Due to the geometric freedom in structure design and possible size variations, these types of press-fit cups could offer advantages over non-structured cups in anchoring strength [71] .
The characterization of the structurally differently designed press-fit cups with two test methods as well as the evaluation of the results in relation to different influencing factors makes a distinctive Figure 13 . Pull-out force as calculated from pull-out testing and volume press-fit area as well as lever-out moment as calculated from lever-out testing for the eight cup-designs. Results are shown as mean values with the corresponding standard deviation (n = 5 for each design).
Both dimensions show an exponential functional relation to the press-fit volume, which is reflected by strong regression coefficients (R 2 = 0.9342 for pull-out force, R 2 = 0.9133 for lever-out moment). This makes it clear that an increase in anchoring strength can be achieved with increasing press-fit volume.
The characterization of the structurally differently designed press-fit cups with two test methods as well as the evaluation of the results in relation to different influencing factors makes a distinctive estimation of the types of cups possible. While the evaluation of anchoring strength with only one procedure or from one aspect is being discussed controversially, a good summary can be made in this study [67] . Several factors, such as material and surface structure (e.g., bead or wire) have been shown to be responsible for bone ingrowth [72] . The press-fit cups used here in this study have almost identical properties so that these can be neglected in the consideration.
The characterization of the cup variants based on the experimentally determined results offers the possibility to capture significant influences and thus show differences. The functional relationships also offer the opportunity to actively intervene in the constructive process and influence the structure design based on the results.
Conclusions
In this study, acetabular press-fit cups with a porous, load-bearing structural layer were examined for primary stability. The press-fit cup used was a design developed and evaluated in a previous study.
The porous, load-bearing structural layer was formed from geometrically differently designed unit cells. The preparation was carried out by means of selective laser melting of TiAl6V4. As an artificial bone cavity a PU foam was used, which was characterized experimentally in terms of mechanical properties.
The results show significant differences in the experimentally determined pull-out force, lever-out moment and lever-out-work results. The best results in pull-out and lever-out moments are achieved by the press-fit cups made in the combined structure (denoted D4_08 and D4_09). When looking at the work required to lever out the press-fit cups, it is noticeable that the press-fit cups designated as D4_08, V4_09 and V4_10 achieved the best results.
Overall, it becomes clear that the results for the evaluation of primary stability are related to the geometry used (unit cell), the dimensions of the unit cell, and the volume and porosity which are responsible for the press fit. Corresponding functional relationships could be determined.
The results of the work provide an excellent starting point for the development of press-fit acetabular cups with increased primary stability as a basis for high secondary stability.
